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i2i Technologies helps organizations with video communication and collaboration. 
This involves navigating rapidly changing and expanding hardware and software 
solutions while delivering assurance that they all work together as designed and for 
the intended purposes. Our team provides guidance in audio video integration with 
virtual communication, collaboration, and learning at the forefront.

Content Distribution which includes 
video streaming and recording, video on 
demand, screen sharing, digital signage, and 
lecture capture.

Implementation and Support 
which includes custom-designed plans 
to help your teams become comfortable 
with audio-video communication and 
collaboration both instructionally and 
technically.

Integrated Rooms which includes 
control and audio systems, document 
cameras, and interactive displays designed 
for ease of use in board or conference 
rooms, classrooms, and learning or training 
spaces.

Consulting which includes evaluating 
technology solutions and the processes for 
people using them.

Video Conferencing which includes 
cloud solutions, room-based hardware, 
mobile cart systems, and software-based 
solutions.

Virtual Event Support which includes 
managing the scheduling, launching the 
connections, facilitating, technical support 
for presenters, and preparation of the 
presenters.

i2i Technologies Professional Services include expertise in the following areas:
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The i2i Technologies team has experience with a wide variety of video communication and collaboration 
platforms. Whatever solution you currently have in place, we can help you maximize the return on 
your investment, improve your processes, and optimize your workflows. No matter what topic you are 
communicating, we can add value. Our team specializes in learning and engagement of participants.

Innovative Solutions
Next Generation Mobile Video Conferencing
A museum was seeking a video conferencing solution with a high-quality, pan-tilt-zoom camera for a 
unique environment to showcase an exhibit in high definition. 

  x Designed a mobile cart solution built around any type of software video client. 
  x Provided the ability to deliver traditional interactive video presentations, as well as a first-person 

perspective. 

Zero Touch Solution for Educational Coaching
A K12 organization, experiencing teacher shortages in critical subject areas, wanted a way to provide 
support and coaching to locations throughout the state. A critical objective was to have the teacher’s 
focus remain on instruction and not on interacting with the technology solution. 

  x Designed a customized system using streaming, recording, and live, two-way interactive video for 
teacher observations and coaching.

  x Integrated technology with zero touch for the teacher in the classroom. 
  x Provided archival video library for post-lesson review.

Adjusting Solutions for Simplicity and Dependability
Consistent, Stable, Easy to Use Integrated Rooms
A large school district had huddle rooms, training rooms, and a board room with integrated audio video 
solutions designed and installed through a series of new construction projects. The rooms never worked as 
intended. The struggle with ongoing support and technical issues lasted for two years. 

  x Assessed the current design, configuration, and operation of each type of room solution.
  x Adjusted and reconfigured the rooms using a large majority of the original equipment based on how 

the organization wanted the rooms to function.
  x Focused on technical reliability of the systems and ease of use for the end users with consistency 

across the three different types of rooms. Functionality includes video & audio conferencing, 
wireless presentation, and video recording & streaming.

Reliable & Accessible Emergency Operations
A government entity requested an analysis and evaluation of current equipment to ensure reliability and 
accessibility for all. 

  x Conducted a formal analysis and discovered equipment that had never worked properly, including 
unusable audio with an extreme echo. 

  x Designed, installed, and implemented a modern communications system.
  x Provided annual maintenance and support.

Frustrations From an Incomplete Installation and Implementation
“Come and get this equipment and give us our money back!” This organization was at their wits end. They 
hated the technology and wanted it gone. It had never worked as promised. There was no consistency 
among small, medium, and large rooms and no training for administrators or users. The customer was tired 
of hearing excuses from their current audio/video integration company and simply wanted results.

  x Conducted site visit and identified needs as well as challenges. 
  x Transformed conference rooms with minimal expense. 
  x Conducted onsite training for staff. 
  x Became the “go to” audio/video integrator, working with contractors to move conference rooms 

and install new equipment.

How We Help and Add Value



Training and Implementation Support
Ideas for Increasing Utilization throughout Statewide Network 
A statewide system of public libraries needed help finding content for programming. Site coordinators also 
wanted a review on use of equipment and how to collaborate effectively.

  x Conducted a series of three remote training sessions for 22 sites focusing on identifying local resources 
and additional content providers to expand programming.

  x Modeled effective interaction and engagement among sites.

Improving Communication & Presentation Skills
The leadership team of a regional service center needed help improving their staff’s ability to communicate 
and present workshops and webinars to their rural school districts. They wanted someone who understood 
both the needs of the service center and the local school districts.

  x Provided an on-site, hands-on boot camp for interactive video and webinars.
  x Worked with the staff to improve their slide decks and on-camera presence.
  x Conducted remote model lessons and coaching sessions. 

Lifelong Learners Looking for Virtual Field Trips
A retirement facility could not consistently identify a variety of appropriate content to bring into their 
community. The average resident age is 85 and they wanted highly engaging virtual field trips.

  x Researched opportunities that matched provided criteria and supplied additional ideas to explore 
further.

  x Vetted all opportunities to ensure they were available in order to minimize effort and save time.

Consistent Partnerships
Higher Education Collaborations
Partner institutions require stable and consistent room integration and video solutions to provide access to 
courses for high school and college students. 

  x Consistently worked with partner institutions to upgrade and configure classrooms to meet the needs 
of instructors and students.

  x Consulted with administration to migrate distance learning classrooms to modern, smart classroom 
designs.

  x Provided annual support and maintenance for 15+ classrooms. 

Evaluating Quality Video Conference Choices
Financial institution required a secure, simple-to-implement solution at each location. Wanted wireless 
presentation integrated into the audio/video solution. Institution lacked knowledgeable staff to ask technical 
questions for evaluation. 

  x Designed and configured a simple conference room for training. 
  x Deployed consistent technology in additional locations. 
  x Reprogrammed audio so that a handheld microphone can be used directly beneath ceiling mics with no 

interference.

Creating Equity Among Learners
A higher education organization wanted to connect four campuses with high-quality video for graduate 
level courses. Professors had limited experience teaching through interactive video. During the technology 
evaluation phase, this organization discovered that what was good enough video for a quick chat, was lacking 
for a sustained conversational class. 

  x Designed a high-quality video solution to connect four sites with ease.
  x Installed two mobile carts for use with classes.
  x Provided on-site boot camp for immersion and hands-on training. 
  x Investigated an upgrade to 4K capabilities between sites.
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